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die die Seiten verwalten and Beinriage Darin Posten. Alle ansehen HOMEArt StudioDrawing classesShopCommunityContact, you may have heard, is a step-by-step approach to learning drawing skills. Each new lesson is based on previous lessons. Of course, we're all in a hurry to see the results super fast! And, in fact, if you're like
thousands of other students who have experienced acute success, you'll see results very quickly - most likely more than any other drawing techniques you may have ever tried. But if you try to skip the steps, chances are you're going to end up frustrated and confused and don't know why you don't see the results you're Passion for
drawing and dedication to the 5-Pencil method brought students from all over the world together to create unique and inspiring works of art! Check out these amazing drawings from a few talented Darrell students... Page 27 Secrets... 1. Use clean edges only in this one particular place (and be sure to leave them out of these wrong
places)What on earth is the pure edge you ask? That's a good question. It's just where you have a darker value next to a lighter value and there's a clear, defined edge where you can see that it's changing from darkness to light. There is no part where the value gradually disappears from light to darkness; it just goes straight from the light
side to the dark side. (There is also no outline between these two values #2. The clean edge almost always indicates where one object is in front of another object in the picture. You probably already know what it looks like instinctively. Think of the chin in front of your neck. There is a hard clean edge around the chin where it curves
around and disappears from our line of sight. This makes the chin appear to be in front of the neck, although we lean on a flat sheet of paper. Here's a great example of what a clean edge looks like... See how this creates the illusion that the dark edge goes beyond the light edge? That's pretty cool, isn't it? It all sounds super simple- and
maybe even a little obvious, doesn't it? However, many artists completely miss out on this important detail, and so the elements in their drawings begin to blur together. And what's worse, sometimes the best sense artists put hard edges in the wrong places in their drawings without understanding what it means. So where is not the place
to put a clean edge? It would be everywhere that you should be able to see the entire surface of something. Take, for example, a cheek with wrinkles. Most wrinkles are places where skin curves gradually fall in and comes back, but we can still see all the skin even if it dips into wrinkles. It has never curves so far in this part of the skin
coming over and out of our sight. So in such cases, we should avoid the hard edges or we will create a place that confuses the viewer and makes them feel like a wrinkle is actually the edge of something, or maybe even scratches or other vices on the cheek. Certainly not the wrinkles they tried to represent. There are countless other
situations you will work in clean edges. Start looking - you'll notice them everywhere now. You can learn more about the clean edges and how to use them to your advantage here. The next secret will show you that don't put around places where clean edges should go... 2. Why coloring outlines are accelerated to flat drawingDrawing
thick, dominant lines to represent the edge of something equivalent to a big red STOP! The sign in your picture. Describing your picture will kill your difficult depth and size faster, you can tell books, and she has everything to do with the light. Look at your face in the mirror, do you see any thick black lines around your head? What about
your eyes? I bet your answer is no if someone just laid out your face with a magic marker, and that's how I know... Your head is cylindrical! From the tip of your nose to the back of your head there is a gradual transition as if you were working your way around the world or basketball. And when you follow the shape of an object to the edge,
you just see everything that's behind that object. It could be a wall behind your head, or a computer screen that you see behind your hand when you hold it. Either way, there is no great contour drawn around your arm, head, or any other object in the real world. We just see the edge of one object next to the background behind it. So, what
happens when you put a thick line instead of a clean edge? Well, you tell everyone who views your picture that they are looking at an object that has no more depth than what they see on paper. There's no illusion to him - what they see they get. The next point will teach you how to create the shape of an object without drawing large
contours around it... 3. That's why values that show depth are always in the gradient - even if it's a flat objectFirst, let's have that big word aside: gradient. You may know what a gradient is, but if not... it simply means that the value (remember what it means as dark or light) constantly and smoothly changes from a lighter value to a darker
one (or vice versa, if you like.) Here's an example of a gradient... Notice how you can't point to a specific place and say: This is where it starts to get dark? Because it keeps getting a little darker (or lighter if you prefer.) so there's no place where it just stops or starts. Okay, so now that you know what the gradient is...... How do you use this
to make your drawings awesome? Pretty simple, actually. Make sure you always use a gradient as you shade the drawings. If there is really no specific use - like a dark background that should disappear into infinity - you never want to break that rule. (Psst... Also, don't miss the secrets of the amazing shading you can find at the end of
this article.) So why all the gradient? Well, most of the things we draw will have some curve to them. These are not flat objects. Since the object curves - it can be a cheek, nose, eyeball - it moves at an angle where light can't shine on it as much. And the further it turns away, the darker it becomes, causing a gradient or a gradual transition
from a lighter area to a darker area. What about these flat objects? Why don't they all have the same value because they're not bending away from the light? Well, this is to do with the fact that as you move further away from the light source, the intensity of the light as a result, it gets dark. Delicate curvature and corners of the sphere are a
prime example of this phenomenon. If you are interested in learning to draw the perfect sphere and become a master gradient - here's the place to start! The next big secret that works together with this idea is always drawing your values as a gradient... 4. Light colors are not only darker in the shade - dark colors darkened. (Besides, light
colors and dark colors like to get lighter in highlights.) So now that you know what a gradient is and how to apply it correctly to drawings, let's talk about how your values react as they are darker or lighter. To do this, let's look at the image below as an example. Most of the light in this image comes from a light source in front of a little boy. If
you follow the contour of this little guy's shirt in the shade areas, you can see that the white shirt gets darker as it moves on in the shade. It's no surprise to see that the shirt gets darker because it doesn't have the light shining right on it and lightening it. At least we're not surprised that the white parts of the shirt are getting darker. What
about these dark gray stripes? They're already very dark. So they don't get dark, do they? Actually, yes. They will darken just like the white part of the shirt. (When we get to Secret No. 7 below, we'll learn even more about why this happens.) But let's look at another (perhaps surprising) truth about how the visual world is working on our
little buddy's shirt for just a second. What happens to the bright areas of the shirt where the light shines? Naturally, it will be easier. And... You guessed it. Both white and gray stripes become lighter where the light shines. As simple (and perhaps even obvious) as it may seem, it's amazing how there are very few young artists who use this
powerful concept when putting a pencil on paper. Members of Art Studio - a weekly online drawing class of Darrel - can click here to see this principle in action now! Now, let's discover another secret that gets ignored over and over again... 5. If something is ahead, you can not see what is behind it (yes!) - Plus, bonus. That's where our
brain can really play some funny tricks on us! Of course, it seems super obvious that if something is in front of something else it will hide what is behind it. But how often have we all tried to do too much of that thing that went back there in the background? Let's think about the ears for a second. We know - and agree - that if something for
something else it won't be considered, will it? Ok! So when we try to paint a portrait, why do we so often deceive ourselves into thinking that we need to draw an entire ear - even if it's completely hidden behind the hair or partially hidden cheek because of the way the head is turned? It's all because the other part of our brain kicks in and
tells us we need to draw a full ear there. So we have to that part of the brain while we draw and realize that we are only drawing a part of the ear that is not covered up. See how the lens of glasses is hidden behind the nose? How many times have you seen someone do something like this but try to move the lens (or anything else) over
so that it's all possible to see it? BONUS SECRET: Let's just have another minute here and look at the reason for another, very similar, problem that most of us work into. Just as we were discussing about things hiding behind a second ago, if someone turned their face to the side, you wouldn't be able to see one of the cheeks- the one
behind on the other side of your face. Now, if they slowly turned their face to you, part of their hidden cheeks will start to appear. But you won't see all the cheeks at once. In fact, it will just seem narrow at first and then get wider and wider as our friend we imagine turns our heads further around, so that we can see more cheeks that have
been hidden. Here are some top-down charts to help you understand exactly why this is happening... See how the cheek gets more and narrower as your head turns until you can see the cheek at all? The magic of this simple idea is called foreshortening. Find out how this principle affects how you see the eyeball as well... Now let's
discover another secret that may seem super simple on the surface, but is still ignored over and over again when we sit down to draw to the detriment of our success... 6. If something blocks the light source, it will cast a shadow - but do you know ...? Easy enough, isn't it? I mean, it's kind of a definition of shadow... lack of light, but it is a
concept that many artists are unable to apply. As you add up the value, it is important to analyze your subject and make sure that you recognize where you have facial features, items of clothing, or that it may stand between the light source and another area of your picture. When drawing a portrait of a person, the nose is a notorious
shadow charmer, naturally, as it is usually the most noticeable feature on the face. But, things like shirt collars, glasses and hair will also create shadows that you have to learn to take into account. The eye sockets are another biggie! These finely tuned eye vessels cast shadows because they are set back in the face and act as a
protective barrier. It is important to consider this fact as you draw and shadow your eyes. Check out this drawing and see if you can spot all the places that the shadows are being cast... Beard on the shirt, nose on the mustache, eyebrows on the eye sockets, folds in clothes. They're here! Now, here's a good opportunity to take over the
importance of creating a gradient! Even if you look at your photo link, find the shadow of the foundries, and create a shadow on your picture, you're not out of the dark yet (pun intended shadow may not be all the same value! The shadow will be the darkest in the part that the least light can get to, but it will slowly get lighter as it avoids the
handles of the object casting shadows and returns to the light! Failure to create this gradient will leave you with a big drop of darkness that would steal the show- you don't want it. That being said, how do you know how dark it is to go in areas close to the object of casting shadows? Do you pick your darkest pencil and press as hard as
you possibly can? Let's talk about it in the secret issue 7.7. Each color gives way to peer pressure and change because of its friendsHave you ever looked at the lawn and thought to yourself: It's a good lawn view! But then you looked to the left and saw that your neighbors lawn, lush and green, filled with colorful flowers, each branch of
each plant perfectly aligned. Suddenly, in light of this discovery, your lawn looks a little brown and what you were once willing to write off as wildflowers now is undoubtedly just flowering grass. What caused the change? Well, you had nothing to compare your yard with. It's not that your yard is ugly, it's just that in relation to your neighbor,
it doesn't shine so brightly. The same applies to value! Try this cool test of relative values below by dragging a square with a circle in it over Box 1 and Box 2... This is an optical illusion that you encounter in your drawings every day. In fact, both Box 1 and Box 2 are exactly the same color. Isn't that crazy? Your perception of value was to
shake whether the value around the square was light or dark. It's more than just a fun party trick, it's an example of how you can use this phenomenon to your advantage. Use this reference chart of values to find where this optical illusion is lurking in your own graphite drawings! When you draw in your shady values, there is no need to
push super hard with a super dark pencil. As long as you create a gradient that becomes lighter and lighter as it moves towards light, your shadow value will seem darker relative to the highlight. So you can stop damaging your paper by clicking too hard and you don't have to buy every B pencil on the market to get the dark values you're
after. But remember, just as we talked about in secret No 4, if you make one area darker, you have to darken the entire gradient to avoid creating heavy dark areas that stick out like a sore finger. So there you have!7 secrets that, when applied to your drawings, are guaranteed to increase depth and size and add life like that attracts
attention. The beauty of these concepts is that no matter what media you choose - graphite pencil, colored pencil, pastel, watercolor, etc. - these universal visual principles can be used to improve Art! Artworks! Art!
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